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A
t the HxGN Live Design & Engineering 2021 

conference, we introduced our vision of a future 

where materials are autonomously leveraged 

and connected. This requires breaking the silos 

between materials simulation across the materials 

data management and product lifecycle, leveraging key enablers 

such as Artificial Intelligence (AI), Machine Learning (ML) and the 

cloud to drive interoperability, collaboration, and efficiency. 

At HxGN LIVE Global 2022 conference in Las Vegas, Hexagon 

announced the launch of Nexus, an open cloud-based 

platform that enhances digital engineering & manufacturing 

collaboration by connecting people, technologies, and data, 

accelerating innovation and time to market. Nexus enables 

real-time data sharing between applications, leveraging 

Hexagon’s portfolio in its breath across design and engineering, 

production and metrology and inspection solutions. 

Today, our vision comes true with the announcement of 

innovative, intelligent, cloud-based solutions that enable a 

complete material digital twin from formulation to autonomous 

use in product development, facilitating sustainable innovation 

between stakeholders. Nexus Materials Connect is a cloud-

native visualisation and data management solution that 

supports and connects to Nexus Materials Enrich, Hexagon’s 

first-in-class cloud-based solution to generate and enrich 

materials data. These modern, powerful, and accessible 

engineering tools empower organisations to leverage data 

more effectively, adding flexibility and scalability, increasing 

innovation, and improving productivity.

Making data accessible through Nexus  

Materials Connect

Materials data is at the core of any product innovation process 

and provides high value to organisations. Unfortunately, the 

numerous systems available today to manage materials 

data need more integration and connectivity, disrupting the 

power and influence of materials data. A product design 

that maximises materials’ sustainability, availability, and 

performance, meanwhile keeping up with continuous 

technological advances, is required to unlock the full potential 

of materials data.

Out of this has come Nexus Materials Connect, which is 

hosted in a cloud-based environment to supply all material 

data from a central repository. Users across the entire 

end-user community of materials, suppliers, manufacturers, 

designers, engineers, and many more can quickly and 

seamlessly access the data from anywhere, irrespective of 

their physical location. The integration environment provided 

by Nexus Materials Connect makes data available to all its 

consumers, enhancing collaboration across product design 

and manufacturing and supplying a higher level of visibility 

and accountability in design decisions and optimisations. 

For instance, material scientists can populate the material 

database with physical and virtual data and assess data 

quality. At the same time, CAE engineers can use the same 

framework to generate and access material cards. 

The qualified database enables a flexible, quick, and easy 

import of materials data from various formats into a central 

environment. In addition to the ease of import, the dynamic 

extension of properties that can be stored provides a key 

benefit to the end-user community. Complementary data 

such as cost, availability, and many other properties relating 

to the source of the material or its applicability to specific 

environments are stored in the database. Further augmenting 

company-specific data, the platform also leverages 

information from material suppliers, materials handbooks, 

internal testing, and validation, published data, commercial 

data libraries, and legacy information to its full potential. 

An example of this content is the databanks developed and 

maintained through Hexagon’s partnerships with premier 

materials information sources. 

In addition, the database allows the management and 

searching across all types of data with flexible data 

presentation, enabling the appropriate grouping of data 

or parameters of interest and sorting them accordingly to 

identify and find materials quickly and easily. It allows material 

users to evaluate key properties and limitations and choose a 

material for a particular design case.

Enriching data with simulation and ML  

through Nexus Materials Enrich

While materials data bring much value to organisations, 

experimental testing campaigns are costly and time-

consuming to produce. Furthermore, a high level of expertise 

is often required to manage advanced materials and modelling 

tools. In this framework, Nexus Materials Enrich aims at 

leveraging and enriching existing materials data to drive faster 

product design and development. 

Nexus Materials Enrich is the best-in-class solution to 

augment materials data efficiently and accurately by 

predicting additional material behaviours based on a reduced 

set of existing data. Bringing engineering and manufacturing 

processes to life may require filling empty material gaps 

or missing combinations of materials and conditions to be 

completed and extended. For instance, users may need to 

evaluate the material behaviour at different temperatures not 

measured experimentally or create different combinations, 

such as experimenting with the percentage of filler content or 

different material grades. Nexus Materials Enrich intelligently 

allows the generation of these additional material properties 

to deliver additional information quickly. The data enrichment 

technology is based on digital tests leveraging decades of 

expertise in material modelling, physics-informed AI-driven 

solutions and ML.

These advanced technologies integrate a simple and intuitive 

interface that allows users to enrich materials data in just 



a few clicks without requiring a deep knowledge of material 

modelling and ML. 

The data enrichment technology significantly reduces 

the number of physical tests in a traditional experimental 

campaign. Realising the value of Nexus Materials Enrich 

enables the saving of time and cost associated with 

physical testing and material characterisation efforts but 

also reduces waste materials and responds to increasing 

environmental concerns. 

As cloud computing technology has become a ubiquitous 

paradigm for data storage and processing, Nexus Materials Enrich 

leverages computational resources to empower fast and high-

fidelity enrichment of material data with seamless connections 

to and from the cloud. It enables the rapid availability of material 

behaviours in specific conditions, augmenting existing databases 

with accurate and reliable predictions. 

The future of connected workflows

Nexus provides an open, collaborative, and connected 

workspace to build end-to-end engineering and 

manufacturing workflows. Smart Data Contracts are 

supplied to facilitate data connection to other tools in the 

user’s analysis infrastructure. For instance, the additive 

manufacturing workflow connects data from a 3D laser scan 

to Hexagon products such as REcreate, MSC Apex Generative 

Design, Nexus Materials Connect, Simufact Additive and 

other third-party applications such as CADS Additive. These 

connected workflows provide the industry with a new level 

of increasing connectivity and communication between tools 

and the people using them, allowing teams to understand how 

engineering and design decisions at the material or part level 

can affect full assembly performance and manufacturability.

Nexus Materials Connect and Nexus Materials Enrich provide 

an end-to-end workflow from material data management to 

material enrichment, providing flexible and scalable access 

to materials data that addresses joint engineering and 

manufacturing challenges. Whereas Nexus Materials Connect 

opens more potential to share data in a controlled manner 

through a platform that supports continuous development 

and improvement, Nexus Materials Enrich augments 

databases efficiently with accurate predictions enabled by AI 

and cloud computing. Nexus Materials Enrich is connected to 

Nexus Materials Connect to retrieve the initial set of material 

data and store the enriched results, making enriched data 

further accessible by any other connected application.

Overall, the platform will further enhance smart manufacturing 

by connecting people, technology, and data across the design, 

production, and manufacturing workflow to streamline 

information sharing, drive quality and optimise operations.

Figure 1: Nexus Materials Connect 

uses a cloud-native database for 

efficient data accessibility.

Nexus Connect and Enrich. 
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